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QUESTION 1

Which of the following was developed in order to protect against fraud in electronic fund transfers (EFT) by ensuring the
message comes from its claimed originator and that it has not been altered in transmission? 

A. Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) 

B. Message Authentication Code (MAC) 

C. Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) 

D. Secure Hash Standard (SHS) 

Correct Answer: B 

In order to protect against fraud in electronic fund transfers (EFT), the Message Authentication Code 

(MAC), ANSI X9.9, was developed. The MAC is a check value, which is derived from the contents of the 

message itself, that is sensitive to the bit changes in a message. It is similar to a Cyclic Redundancy 

Check (CRC). 

The aim of message authentication in computer and communication systems is to verify that he message 

comes from its claimed originator and that it has not been altered in transmission. It is particularly needed 

for EFT Electronic Funds Transfer). The protection mechanism is generation of a Message Authentication 

Code (MAC), attached to the message, which can be recalculated by the receiver and will reveal any 

alteration in transit. One standard method is described in (ANSI, X9.9). Message authentication 

mechanisms an also be used to achieve non-repudiation of messages. 

The Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) was developed by a consortium including MasterCard and VISA 

as a means of preventing fraud from occurring during electronic payment. 

The Secure Hash Standard (SHS), NIST FIPS 180, available at http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/fip1801.htm, specifies
the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1). 

Source: 

KRUTZ, Ronald L. and VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of Computer 

Security, John Wiley and Sons, 2001, Chapter 4: Cryptography (page 170) 

also see: 

http://luizfirmino.blogspot.com/2011/04/message-authentication-code-mac.html 

and 

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.22.2312andrep=rep1andtype=pdf 
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QUESTION 2

Which of the following models does NOT include data integrity or conflict of interest? 

A. Biba 

B. Clark-Wilson 

C. Bell-LaPadula 

D. Brewer-Nash 

Correct Answer: C 

 

Bell LaPadula model (Bell 1975): The granularity of objects and subjects is not predefined, but the model prescribes
simple access rights. Based on simple access restrictions the Bell LaPadula model enforces a discretionary access
control policy enhanced with mandatory rules. Applications with rigid confidentiality requirements and without strong
integrity requirements may properly be modeled. 

These simple rights combined with the mandatory rules of the policy considerably restrict the spectrum of applications
which can be appropriately modeled. 

Source: TIPTON, Hal, (ISC)2, Introduction to the CISSP Exam presentation. 

Also check: 

Proceedings of the IFIP TC11 12th International Conference on Information Security, Samos (Greece), May 1996, On
Security Models. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following can best eliminate dial-up access through a Remote Access Server as a hacking vector? 

A. Using a TACACS+ server. 

B. Installing the Remote Access Server outside the firewall and forcing legitimate users to authenticate to the firewall. 

C. Setting modem ring count to at least 5. 

D. Only attaching modems to non-networked hosts. 

Correct Answer: B 

Containing the dial-up problem is conceptually easy: by installing the Remote Access Server outside the 

firewall and forcing legitimate users to authenticate to the firewall, any access to internal resources through 

the RAS can be filtered as would any other connection coming from the Internet. 

The use of a TACACS+ Server by itself cannot eliminate hacking. Setting a modem ring count to 5 may 
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help in defeating war-dialing hackers who look for modem by dialing long series of numbers. 

Attaching modems only to non-networked hosts is not practical and would not prevent these hosts from 

being hacked. 

Source: STREBE, Matthew and PERKINS, Charles, Firewalls 24seven, Sybex 2000, Chapter 2: 

Hackers. 

 

QUESTION 4

Of the reasons why a Disaster Recovery plan gets outdated, which of the following is not true? 

A. Personnel turnover 

B. Large plans can take a lot of work to maintain 

C. Continous auditing makes a Disaster Recovery plan irrelevant 

D. Infrastructure and environment changes 

Correct Answer: C 

Although a auditing is a part of corporate security, it in no way supercedes the requirments for a disaster recovery plan.
All others can be blamed for a plan going out of date. 

Source: HARRIS, Shon, All-In-One CISSP Certification uide, McGraw-Hill/Osborne, 2002, chapter 

9: Disaster Recovery and Business continuity (page 609). 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is the most important consideration in locating an alternate computing facility during the
development of a disaster recovery plan? 

A. It is unlikely to be affected by the same disaster. 

B. It is close enough to become operational quickly. 

C. It is close enough to serve its users. 

D. It is convenient to airports and hotels. 

Correct Answer: A 

You do not want the alternate or recovery site located in close proximity to the original site because the 

same event that create the situation in the first place might very well impact that site also. 

From NIST: "The fixed site should be in a geographic area that is unlikely to be negatively affected by the 

same disaster event (e.g., weather-related impacts or power grid failure) as the organization\\'s primary site. 
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The following answers are incorrect: 

It is close enough to become operational quickly. Is incorrect because it is not the best answer. You\\'d want 

the alternate site to be close but if it is too close the same event could impact that site as well. 

It is close enough to serve its users. Is incorrect because it is not the best answer. You\\'d want the alternate site to be
close to users if applicable, but if it is too close the same event could impact that site as well It is convenient to airports
and hotels. Is incorrect because it is not the best answer, it is more important that the same event does not impact the
alternate site then convenience. 

References: 

OIG CBK Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Planning (pages 368 - 369) 

NIST document 800-34 pg 21 
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